Evolutionary models estimating phenotypic selection in character size usually assume that the character is invariant across reproductive bouts. We show that variation in the size of reproductive traits may be large over multiple events and can influence fitness in organisms where these traits are produced anew each season. With data from populations of two orchid species, Caladenia valida and Tolumnia variegata, we used Bayesian statistics to investigate the effect on the distribution in fitness of individuals when the fitness landscape is not flat and when characters vary across reproductive bouts. Inconsistency in character size across reproductive periods within an individual increases the uncertainty of mean fitness and, consequently, the uncertainty in individual fitness. The trajectory of selection is likely to be muddled as a consequence of variation in morphology of individuals across reproductive bouts. The frequency and amplitude of such changes will certainly affect the dynamics between selection and genetic drift.
INTRODUCTION
Darwin described the great diversity of floral forms as adaptations to enhance the probability of crosspollination. He elaborated this idea in his first post-Origin treatise, The various contrivances by which orchids are fertilized by insects and in a later book, Effects of cross-and self-fertilization in the vegetable kingdom; he provided ample evidence for the driver of such a remarkable array of adaptations: the fitness advantage of cross-pollination (Darwin 1862 (Darwin , 1877 . He concludes the second edition of his 'Contrivances' book by saying, 'It is hardly an exaggeration to say that Nature tells us, in the most emphatic manner, that she abhors perpetual self-fertilisation' (Darwin 1885) . These books, of course, supported his theory of natural selection and launched the field of pollination biology. For nearly 150 years, we have been gathering evidence and creating models to elucidate the patterns and processes involved in the evolution of flowers. Our efforts have revealed a remarkable complexity of context-dependent processes that continue to be refined. We now consider natural selection to be based on three conditions: presence of variation, a genetic basis for the variation and fitness differences among variants. From these we can predict the outcome of natural selection (Endler 1986) .
Most selection models assume that fitness remains constant (Endler 1986; Gavrilets 2004) and, more importantly, that morphological characteristics of iteroparous individuals are invariant within and among reproductive bouts. However, floral traits can vary by temporal environmental variation within a season as well as by flower position on the inflorescence (Tremblay 2006; Herrera 2009 ). Annual variation in floral traits of an individual is another source of variation, and this is what we address here. Sexual organs and associated structures of perennial flowering plants are produced anew every reproductive bout and probably as a response to environmental conditions change constantly. Plants respond to environmental fluctuations in a variety of ways (Bradshaw 1965; Fowler & Antonovics 1981; Schlichting 1986; Sultan 1987; Price et al. 2003; Zhang & Hill 2005; Paenke et al. 2007) . Interestingly, variability in floral characteristics among reproductive events in iteroparous individuals has seldom been studied, particularly in the context of year-to-year fluctuation in environmental conditions. Not surprisingly, such variation among reproductive bouts has yet to be evaluated with respect to individual fitness landscapes, although other components of variance have been evaluated (Wilson & Harder 2003; Lande 2007 Lande , 2008 Lande , 2009 Rice 2008) .
Natural selection models are anchored in the notion that variation in phenotypic expression probably leads to fitness differences among individuals (Lande & Arnold 1983; Endler 1986; Gavrilets 2004 and references therein). If morphological variation in an individual varies little among reproductive bouts, then measuring selection at one specific time may represent a value close to that individual's true fitness. However, if traits of individuals fluctuate substantially from year to year, then an individual may occupy different parts of the fitness landscape over time. Estimating lifetime reproductive success for such individuals and calculating selection coefficients become complex. The models can be even more complicated if the fitness landscape also varies among reproductive periods (DeWitt & Scheiner 2004; Gavrilets 2004; Harder & Johnson 2009) .
From this perspective, evolutionary processes can be grouped in three general patterns:
-when fitness landscapes are flat, genetic drift will dominate evolutionary processes; -when fitness landscapes are not flat and selection gradients are steep, then (i) selection should dominate and be rapid when individual characters vary little among periods, or (ii) selection should be slow, or inconsistent and perhaps indistinguishable from a random process of evolution when individual characters vary extensively among periods. (Tremblay et al. 2009a,b) , so resampling of individuals varied from 2 to 4 years. Our measure of fitness is fruit set, and fruits of Caladenia species contain 30 -30 000 dust like seeds (Dixon & Tremblay 2009 ). Typical of deceptively pollinated orchids, C. valida fruit set is variable among years (2.5 -87.8%; 2000-2007) We also quantified the relation of fruit set to the length of the mid-lobe of the lip in a population of angelitos, Tolumnia variegata (Sw.) Braem (figure 2), from Laguna Tortuguero, Puerto Rico (18827 0 05.44 00 N, 66826 0 34.82 00 W). This species is a common twig epiphyte on shrubs and small trees, primarily in secondary habitats (Ackerman 1995) . Plants are relatively short lived. At a nearby site, some individuals lived up to 10 years, but the average expected lifespan of an adult plant was only 2.7 years (Meléndez & Ackerman 1993) . Populations of T. variegata show substantial genetic and morphological variation within populations (Ackerman & Galarza-Pérez 1991; Ackerman & Ward 1999) . Flowers are self-incompatible and offer no pollinator rewards (Ackerman & Montero Oliver 1985; Calvo 1993; Sabat & Ackerman 1996) : pollination involves deceit of female Centris decolorata Lepeletier (Apidae) presumably seeking oils offered by Malpighiaceae flowers (Roubik 1989; Sabat & Ackerman 1996; Ackerman et al. 1997 (as C. versicolor) ). Fruits contain several thousand seeds (Calvo 1993) , but plants are severely pollination limited as are many orchid species (Calvo 1993; Meléndez & Ackerman 1993; Tremblay et al. 2005) . We monitored 99 plants in sunny and shady sites during 1999 and 2000. The former year was wetter than average, and the latter was a drought year.
(b) Statistical analysis
We assessed phenotypic selection with Bayesian regression models relating fruit set to morphological variation. Models that accounted for within-plant variability considered Fitness estimates when characters vary R. L. Tremblay et al. 493 is the mean morphology for individual i, M is the population mean, s 2 W and s 2 B are the within-and among-plant variances. Vague priors were assigned to all parameters, except s W , which was assigned a uniform prior between 0 and s B /2. This selection is based on a biological assumption: variability between individuals should be greater than variability within a given individual. Our selection of the upper bound for the variance within individuals can be seen as arbitrary, and other possibilities could be explored; nevertheless, it allows us to see the effect of including individual variation in the analysis. Also, in one of the analyses an informative prior was assigned to M; this prior is based on prior knowledge of the authors with respect to the species. For both studied species, models were fitted using WinBUGS 1.4 (Lunn et al. 2000) . For each model, two parallel chains of 20 000 iterations were generated, with a burn-in period of 5000 iterations. Convergence was tested graphically and using Brooks & Gelman's (1998) modification of Gelman-Rubin convergence statistic.
For C. valida, we analysed logistic models for relating flower size, FS, with presence or absence of fruits. Let F ij ¼ 1 if the individual i had a fruit in year j, and F ij ¼ 0 if not with a Bernoulli distribution. Then
where p ij , the probability that individual i produced a fruit during year j, is related to flower size, FS ij , through a logistic model of the form
where f is a linear model on flower size. Three different models were fitted: constant, linear and quadratic, and they were compared using the deviance information criterion (DIC) (Spiegelhalter et al. 2002) (table 1) . The model associated with the smallest DIC provides the best fit to the data. Models with DIC differences of less than 2 units of the minimum are considered to be given strong support. Models with DIC values within 4-7 units of the minimum receive considerably less support, and those models with DIC values more than 10 units away from the minimum DIC value can be ruled out (McCarthy 2007) .
To compare both models, we calculated predictive posterior distributions for the probability of fruit for different values of flower size (considering or not variability in the fitness landscape).
For T. variegata we considered the linear and quadratic influences of lip length and whether a plant grew in sun or shade on fruit number; fruit production was assumed to be a Poisson variable. Alternative models that considered different combinations of these influences (table 2) were compared using the DIC.
The following models were considered (the explanatory variable was centred in order to reduce correlation between regression coefficients):
(ii) Constant model in shade and in sun
(iv) Linear model in sun, constant model in shade
(v) Constant model in sun, linear model in shade
(vi) Linear model in sun and in shade
(viii) Quadratic model in sun, constant model in shade
(ix) Quadratic model in sun, linear model in shade
(x) Constant model in sun, quadratic model in shade
(xi) Linear model in sun, quadratic model in shade 
An informative N(1.5, (1/6)) prior was assigned to M, the overall mean for lip length. Predictive posterior distributions for the probability of fruit were calculated for different values of lip length for both models (considering or not variability in the fitness landscape) in order to compare these distributions.
RESULTS (a) Magnitude of variation
For Caladenia, the standard deviation of flower size between individuals, s B , has a posterior mean of 8.99 and a 95 per cent posterior probability interval of (7.93, 10.29), while the posterior mean for the standard deviation of flower size within individuals, s W , is 4.35 and its 95 per cent posterior probability interval is (3.87, 4.90). In the case of Tolumnia, the standard deviation of lip length between individuals has a posterior mean of 0.175 with a 95 per cent posterior probability interval of (0.16, 0.19), while the posterior mean for the standard deviation of lip length within a given individual has mean 0.086 and 95 per cent posterior interval of (0.078, 0.095). In both cases, the mean and the extremes of the intervals for the within-individuals standard deviation are half the values for the between individuals standard deviation.
(b) Effects of varying morphology The probability of fruit set by Caladenia suggests disruptive selection, where small and large flowers have a fitness advantage, regardless of whether the regressions accounted for within-plant variation (figure 3). Within-plant variation affected the width of the credibility interval at both ends of the spectrum (figure 3). The standard deviation for size among years for an individual exceeded that of the population simply because the population sample size was much larger than the number of years sampled for an individual. We therefore constrained our statistical model so that the expected standard deviation could not be larger than half the variation of the whole population.
If we accept this range of size as realistic, then fitness varies among size classes. Given this biological assumption, the posterior distribution of the fitness landscape for an individual with a mean size of 30 cm is platykurtic (producing wide credible intervals). By contrast, an individual with a mean size of 60 cm with a smaller credible interval of fitness and relatively invariant fitness across its range of size would have a range of fitness more concentrated around the mean (figure 4). The variation in size is likely to be influenced in part by environmental conditions, evaluation of the relationship between a related size character (maximum flower size) and total annual rainfall during 2001 -2007 which showed a positive correlation (F 1,341 ¼ 16.22, p , 0.0001, r 2 adj ¼ 0.04). The alternative models considered for Tolumnia fit the data similarly (table 2), providing equivocal evidence for phenotypic selection or the effects of light environment. Models that consider variation among plants in the sun and shade are given stronger support than those that ignored this effect (table 2). Models receiving stronger and equivalent support are models 2 (constant model in shade and sun), 4 (linear model in sun, constant model in shade) and 8 (quadratic model in sun, constant model in shade) (table 2) . For further analysis, we used model 4 that had the smallest DIC, but results obtained with this model are not very different from the other two models above.
In Tolumnia, the standard deviation for withinindividual variation across years exceeded that for variation among individuals. Consequently, we also constrained this model so that the expected standard deviation could not be larger than half the variation of the whole population.
Plants that flower in the sun or shade have different fitness advantages across the size of lip lengths (figure 5). Plants in the shade have constant fitness across all sizes, whereas plants with shorter lips grown in the sun have higher fitness than those with Fitness estimates when characters vary R. L. Tremblay et al. 495 a longer lip. Inclusion of individual variation in the model increases the 95 per cent credible intervals around the mean, greater fitness variation for a specific floral size. The distribution of fitness within individuals with a mean of 0.80, 1.00 and 1.15 cm shows a skewed distribution when variation in lip length is taken into consideration (figure 6). The effect of variation in lip length on fitness is dramatically shown, not in the general shape of the distribution but on the range of possible fitness for an individual with a lip of 0.80 cm. The density distribution of fitness extends to nine fruits (albeit with a low probability), and that the probability of individuals having five or more fruits includes over 2 per cent of all possible events. This range of distribution is absent when variation across reproductive bouts is excluded and the inclusion of the annual variation could result in large differences in fitness among an individual with the same mean phenotype (figure 6). Darwin (1859) emphasized the presence of variation as it formed a fundamental condition for his theory of natural selection. Since then, numerous sources of variation have been identified and here we have shown that annual individual variation in reproductive traits can also be important in the process of natural selection. Individual variation generated by C. valida among reproductive bouts does alter the fitness landscape and this is not uniformly applicable across morphological space. The probability of reproductive success in plants of small or large flowers is not only quite variable but may also be higher than that of intermediate sized flowers. Should these plants consistently produce flowers of specific size over time, they should attain mean fitness and reveal the general pattern of selection only after many reproductive bouts. If plants are relatively short lived, then it is unlikely that they would follow the mean trend in fitness over morphological space. Size can be age dependent or resource limited, and their status at one point in the morphological space may be temporary. Under these conditions, phenotypic selection on size would be much more predictable with age or under more optimal resource conditions.
DISCUSSION
Morphological variation among reproductive bouts in lip length of T. variegata alters the probability distribution of fitness, increasing the variance in outcomes, which may explain in part why previous attempts to detect selection on floral characteristics in T. variegata have not been successful (Sabat & Ackerman 1996; Ackerman et al. 1997) . Variation in morphological characters among reproductive bouts was inconsequential when no effect of size was present on the fitness landscape, as for plants found in shady habitats. However, variation in the fitness landscape was revealed for plants in sunny sites, and variation across reproductive bouts produced a more platykurtic distribution of fitness.
When variants are heritable and differ in fitness, selection occurs with a predictable outcome (Endler 1986) . Across the range for a given character, differential reproductive success creates a fitness landscape (Gavrilets 2004) . If trait expression of an individual does not vary among reproductive periods and the environment remains constant, then the selection coefficient is likely to be constant or nearly so over time. Alternatively, if character expression varies extensively among reproductive periods (genetic basis of character can be influenced by the environment), the strength and direction of phenotypic selection experienced by individuals may fluctuate over time, slowing evolutionary change, even reducing it to a random process. Moreover, since variation in traits could reduce selection to a random process, it may also have a role in maintaining variation within populations.
The main assumption we have imposed on this model is the limitation in possible character variation among reproductive events to half of the variation observed in the population. Although much data are available on trait variation among individuals, published data on variation in an individual among reproductive bouts in natural populations seem unavailable. Clearly, this component of variation deserves further study. It is a statistical artefact of sample size that one observes more variation within individuals than among individuals. If large variation within individuals among years is observed, it would logically result in even larger variation among individuals if individuals are equally plastic. Furthermore, we assume that the fitness landscape among reproductive periods is consistent.
Our model diverges from the general approach in the literature dealing with variation. Usually, when variation in the context of selection is discussed it is referred to as the effect of how selection varies as a result of density-dependent processes or that selection per se varies among time periods (DeWitt & Yoshimura 1998), such as frequency-dependent processes (Gavrilets 2004 and references therein) . Here, we bring forth a concept of variation that is likely to be common in plants and not completely absent in animals, where the effect of the rate of selection is likely to be muddled as a consequence of variation in morphology of individuals across reproductive bouts. We expect that when such variation in a morphological trait is small and genetically determined, then selection could be fast. When morphology varies extensively among reproductive bouts, even if selection for some specific character is strong, evolutionary rates in large populations could be reduced. In small populations, the rate of selection-driven change is likely to be further diminished and perhaps indistinguishable from random processes.
For the species-rich Orchidaceae, Tremblay et al. (2005) noted that indirect evidence for selection is substantial yet direct evidence is not often apparent, particularly in small populations. They suggested that genetic drift may be common and punctuated by strong bouts of selection. We have shown here that these evolutionary dynamics are likely to be even more complicated when one considers morphological variation across reproductive bouts for relatively short-lived plants. The frequency and amplitude of such changes will certainly affect the dynamics between selection and genetic drift.
